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Abstract

To fabricate a virtual shape into the real world, the physical strength of the shape is an important consideration. We introduce a framework to consider both the strength and complexity of 3D frame structures. The key to the framework is a stress-oriented analysis and a semi-continuous condition in the shape representation that can both strengthen and simplify a structure at the same time. We formulate a novel semi-continuous optimization and present an elegant method to solve this optimization. We also extend our framework to general solid shapes by considering them as skeletal structures with non-uniform beams. We demonstrate our approach with applications such as topology simplification and structural strengthening.
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1. Introduction

We have witnessed many developments in the area of computational fabrication in recent years [1, 2, 3, 4]. As 3D printers become increasingly common and affordable, there is a great need for tools that consider the physical properties of virtual objects. When bringing virtual objects into the real world through 3D printing, the strength of an object is one such important consideration. We present a framework to analyze both the strength and complexity of 3D frame structures, where a structure consists of a set of beams. The motivations for focusing on frame structures are that these structures are common in architectural models, they can also represent general 3D shapes, and they can be 3D printed as a real-world frame structure to represent the virtual shape without an excessive amount of printing material.

There has been some recent work exploring the idea of structural analysis of 3D printed shapes [5, 6, 7]. There also exists work that analyze structural parts and reduce the cost of 3D printing by building a skin-frame structure [8] or a honeycomb-cells structure [9]. However, previous methods optimize the structure problem iteratively between two parts: a geometry optimization and a topology optimization. In this paper, we introduce a single stress-oriented framework to analyze the strength and topology complexity of 3D frame structures simultaneously. A key contribution different from previous work is that we have a problem formulation and a semi-continuous condition in our shape representation. This condition can remove structurally redundant elements to reduce the overall shape complexity without sacrificing its structural strength.

We formulate our problem to optimize scalar parameters of a frame structure such that it is 3D printable with high strength, while taking into account the volume, semi-continuous, symmetric, and sparsity constraints. These constraints are quite intuitive, as they limit the size and complexity of the output structure while maintaining its aesthetics. The idea is to strengthen weak parts while maintaining the overall volume of the shape, and optionally changing the topology and keeping the shape symmetry. In particular, the semi-continuous constraint is key to our formulation, as it includes a choice between lower and upper bounds and a value of zero for each parameter in the shape representation. An element within a shape with a parameter value of zero will disappear. Our formulation of this condition allows us to explore the tradeoffs between strength and complexity in frame structures. The user can also control the tradeoff to choose among structures with various simplified topologies and high strength.

We use stress as a measure of strength of an object. We consider the frame structure as a set of beam elements and compute the stress of each element. Our stress-oriented structural optimization then minimizes the maximal stress of all elements. The semi-continuous condition in our shape representation requires a non-trivial solution to this problem. Hence we formulate a novel semi-continuous optimization and present an elegant method, the alternation direction method of multipliers (ADMM) algorithm, to solve it. Based on our framework on frame structures, we extend it to general tetrahedral meshes. By considering a tetrahedral mesh as a skeletal structure, the formulation and optimization method can be easily applied to a skeletal structure.

We demonstrate our framework with various 3D models of frame structures. We show the applications of the strengthening of weak parts and topology simplification while maintaining structural symmetry. Our results highlight the main concepts of the stress-oriented structural optimization.
The contributions of our work are: (i) a stress-oriented framework to analyze both the strength and structural complexity of 3D frame structures with a semi-continuous condition; (ii) a semi-continuous optimization to minimize the maximal stress of a structure and an elegant method to solve this optimization; (iii) an extension of our framework to tetrahedral meshes by constructing skeletal structures from them and considering them as frame structures; and (iv) applications of our framework to structural strengthening and topology simplification. Section 3 describes the stress analysis framework and the representation of an input shape as a frame structure. Section 4 describes our problem formulation including the objective function, the semi-continuous condition, and various constraints in our stress-oriented optimization. Section 5 describes a reformulation of the original problem formulation into a semi-continuous optimization such that it can be solved with the ADMM algorithm. Section 6 describes the extension of our framework to tetrahedral meshes.

2. Related Work

Structural Analysis for Fabrication. With the rapid development of techniques for 3D printing, many researchers have recently studied geometric processing problems for the purpose of fabrication. These fabrication-aware methods are typically led by a stress analysis that uses the finite element method. Stava et al. [5] introduce a method that analyzes the stress of a model and deforms it by hollowing, thickening and strut insertion. Zhou et al. [6] present a method to search for the worst-case stress under forces from all possible directions. Langlois et al. [10] use a stochastic finite element method to compute failure probabilities which can analyze the static soundness of one object. Zhou et al. [11] present a direct shape optimization method which penalizes geometric deviation while bounding the stress under specific external loads. Chen et al. [12] propose a finite element discretization scheme to use a reduced basis for fast stress analysis. Chen et al. [13] analyze elastic deformation caused by gravity to solve the inverse problem of computing a shape that when fabricated deforms naturally to a target shape. Prévost et al. [3] explore the problem of deforming shapes to make them physically balance. Among this area of work, we contribute a stress-oriented problem formulation for automatically strengthening a frame structure while simplifying its structural complexity.

Structural Simplification for Fabrication. There has been work on problems which aim to simplify the complexity of the structure of 3D shapes for fabrication. Many methods are based on decomposing a 3D shape into smaller pieces and then assembling them to form the original shape or a resemblance of it. Luo et al. [14] suggest a method to 3D print large objects by first segmenting an object into smaller parts and then assembling the parts to form the larger shape. Hildebrand et al. [15] create parts from a 3D shape that can then be fabricated and assembled in an optimal direction. Interlocked planar [16, 17] or solid pieces [18, 19, 20] can be used to form a shape that resembles the original. Zimmer et al. [21] approximate surfaces by building physical structures with the Zometool construction system. Vanek et al. [22] present a method to divide a mesh into parts which are then efficiently packed into space for 3D printing. Instead of decomposing a shape into smaller pieces, we simplify a frame structure by possibly removing elements from it. We contribute a semi-continuous optimization for this purpose.

Special Structure Design. Motivated by existing architectural structures, some types of special 3D printed structures have been explored. Some structures, like skin-frame structure [8] or honeycomb-cells structure [9], are designed to reduce the cost of 3D printing via stress analysis. These methods are used for constructing the interior supporting structure of a solid object and these structures are cost-effective and are stable with high strength. Some structures are designed as the support structure necessary for 3D printing. The reduction of support structure can save printing time and material [23, 4]. A bridge structure [4] can reduce the cost and meet stability conditions. Yang et al. [24] design a support-free structure to fabricate a balanced object without interior supports. Recently inspired by materials in nature, the idea of microstructures [25, 26, 27, 28] become popular, and these are composed of tileable and printable small scale assemblies made of one or several materials. A framework is proposed [29] to generate statically sound and materially efficient frame structures with different types of cross sections. In this paper, we focus on strengthening and simplifying frame structures consisting of beams. We also extend our framework such that we can convert general meshes to skeletal representations for our analysis.

3. Preliminaries

This section describes the stress analysis and the representation of an input 3D shape of our algorithm as a frame structure. The stress computation described here is used in our optimization in Section 4.

3.1. Stress Computation

In continuum mechanics, stress is a physical quantity that expresses the internal forces that neighboring particles of a continuous material exert on each other [30, 31]. The strength of a material is measured in force per unit area, which depends on its capacity to withstand axial stress, shear stress, bending, and torsion. A static elastic object satisfies the following equilibrium equation:

\[
\begin{aligned}
-\text{div} \, \sigma(u) &= f, \quad \text{in } \Omega, \\
u &= 0, \quad \text{on } \Gamma_H, \\
\sigma(u) \cdot n &= g, \quad \text{on } \Gamma_N,
\end{aligned}
\]

where \( u \) is the displacement, \( \sigma \) is the stress tensor, \( f \) is the body force, and \( g \) is the surface force. This differential equation is defined in the region of an object \( \Omega \), \( \Gamma_H \) and \( \Gamma_N \) are two open subsets of the boundary of \( \Omega \), such that \( \partial \Omega = \Gamma_H \cup \Gamma_N \) and
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the linear equilibrium equation:

\[ K u = F, \]

where \( K \) is the stiffness matrix and \( F \) is the external loads including body forces and surface forces. Note that the displacement \( u \) is in the finite element space of piecewise linear continuous functions, which is different from the space in the continuous case (Equation 1).

### 3.2. Frame Structure

As shown in Figure 1, a frame structure consists of a set of beams and nodes where the beams are connected to each other at the nodes. In our framework, each beam is regarded as a simple cylindrical shape with a radius and a length. The beams defines the topology (i.e. the connectivity between nodes) of the frame structure. According to theory on frame structures [32, 33], the stiffness matrix \( K \) in Equation (2) can be computed for a frame structure, where \( K \) depends on the node positions and beam radii [8]. The forces in this equation are gravity or external loads we specify. We can then solve for the displacement and compute the stress for each beam in the frame structure. Although the stress varies in different parts of the beam, we only consider the largest stress for each beam.

### 4. Problem and Formulation

We describe our problem formally in this section, including the objective function in our optimization, various constraints, and the problem formulation. The stress analysis from Section 3 allows us to compute the stress in our optimization. The solution to the optimization is presented in Section 5.

#### 4.1. Problem

Our problem involves two components: stress strengthening and topology simplification.

#### Stress strengthening

Structural optimization aims to determine the best design according to some physical objectives (e.g. greatest strength, maximum rigidity) under some constraints. A structure fails the strength criterion when the stress (force divided by area of material) induced by the load is greater than the capacity of the structural material to resist the load without breaking, or when the strain (percentage extension) is so great that the element no longer fulfills its function. As acknowledged in the literature [34, 35, 36], it is natural to use stress or strain as a criterion for the weakness measure of a structure. Hence we use stress as a criterion for the purpose of structural strengthening.

#### Structural complexity

There exists many beams in our frame structures and some of these beams are not significant to the stress of the overall structure. We may therefore remove some of them without affecting the stress of the overall shape and to simplify its structural complexity.

#### Problem

The input to our problem is a frame structure of beams (Figure 1). Considering the above two components, our problem is to perform simultaneous stress strengthening and structural complexity reduction of the input shape under some external loads. The output is a modified frame structure with a smaller number of beams while the stress of the shape is maintained or strengthened. The radii of some beams are adjusted while some beams are removed. The resulting shape may be 3D printed as a structure with high strength and simplified complexity.

#### 4.2. Objective Function

**Objective function.** Let \( M \) be a mesh representing the frame structure. We adopt stress as a criterion for the weakness measure of an object and minimize the maximal stress of the beams in the structure. The stress-oriented structural optimization problem can thus be formulated as:

\[ s^* = \arg \min_{s \in \Theta} \max_{p \in M(s)} \sigma(p), \]

where \( s \) is the vector of structural design variables, \( \Theta \) is the collection of all feasible design variables, and \( \sigma \) is the stress function. The solution of the above problem is \( s^* \), and \( M(s^*) \) is then the output shape.

**Design variables.** The degree of freedom of the structural design space is large in general. Hence we simplify the problem by focusing on a piecewise scaling transformation for each element of the shape. Let \( K = (V_K, E_K) \) be the frame structure of a shape, where \( V_K \) and \( E_K \) represent the set of nodes and edges of the frame structure, respectively.
and beams respectively. For every beam, we define a scalar $s_i, i \in \{1, \ldots, |E_K|\}$ which is the scaling factor of the radius of each beam (See Figure 2). Let $s = (s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_{|E_K|})$ be our set of structural design variables. We can perform many changes to the shape by adjusting these scalar variables. For example, we can adjust $s_i$ to strengthen weak parts. We can re-distribute volume in the overall shape by adjusting $s_i$ for multiple parts. If we set $s_i = 1 = (1, 1, \ldots, 1)$, then $\mathcal{M}(s_0)$ is the original object. If we set some $s_i = 0$ then the corresponding part will disappear and we can perform topological changes to the overall shape.

4.3. Constraints

We consider various constraints in our framework to maintain the size, aesthetics, and complexity of the output shape.

**Volume constraint.** We compute the shape’s volume by adding the volume of all beams. Each beam’s volume is estimated as the cross sectional area multiplied by its length. We can write the volume constraint as:

$$\text{Vol}(s) \leq \gamma \text{Vol}(\mathbf{1}),$$

where $\gamma$ is a user-specified value which means that the resulting volume is no more than $\gamma$ of the original volume.

**Symmetry constraint.** In many practical applications, it is important to maintain the symmetry of a shape during its structural optimization, so as to maintain its overall aesthetics. Our approach can achieve this by adding symmetry constraints as follows:

$$s_i - s_j = 0, \ (i, j) \in \mathcal{S},$$

where $\mathcal{S}$ is the set of index pairs of beams that we wish to maintain symmetry with.

**Semi-continuous constraint.** In order to satisfy the printability of the object, the scalar $s_i$ should be within an interval $[a_i, b_i]$. For example, the scalar should be set such that the thickness of the shape is not less than the minimum manufacturable size of the 3D printer. Each scalar $s_i$ can also take a zero value. Hence this leads to a semi-continuous condition:

$$s_i \in [a_i, b_i] \cup \{0\}, \ i \in I = \{1, 2, \ldots, |E_K|\}.$$  

**Sparsity constraint.** Moreover, we can add a cardinality constraint to control the overall complexity of the structure:

$$||s||_0 \leq \tau.$$  

4.4. Formulation

We can now formulate our stress-oriented structural optimization as follows:

$$\arg\min_s \ \max_{\mathcal{E}} \sigma_r(s)$$

s.t. $\text{Vol}(s) \leq \gamma \text{Vol}(\mathbf{1}),$

$$s_i - s_j = 0, \ (i, j) \in \mathcal{S},$$

$$s_i \in [a_i, b_i] \cup \{0\}, \ i \in I,$$

$$||s||_0 \leq \tau,$$

where $\mathcal{E}$ is the set of beams in the frame structure, and $\sigma_r$ is the stress function described in the previous section.

5. Semi-Continuous Optimization

In this section, we present the method to solve the optimization described in Section 4. In the formulation of our optimization (Equation (8)), the scaling factors $s$ are a set of semi-continuous decision variables [37, 38]. Theoretically, it is in general NP-hard to solve this kind of highly nonlinear optimization problem which has combinatorial nature (semi-continuous sparsity) [39, 40]. Thus we reformulate our problem and then mathematically derive an algorithm based on the ADMM (alternating direction method of multipliers) strategy [41, 42] to solve it. The ADMM method is designed to solve convex optimization problems by breaking them into smaller pieces, and it has been applied to a number of problems arising in statistics and machine learning [43, 44]. The semi-continuous condition in our problem formulation leads to two sets of variables. The idea of ADMM is to split the optimization into sub-problems that iteratively find solutions to the two sets of variables.

5.1. Problem Reformulation

We add a new variable $\delta$ to represent the maximum stress and introduce a variable splitting strategy (and a new variable $y$) to reformulate the problem in Equation (8) as:

$$\arg\min_{(s, \delta, y)} \delta$$

s.t. $\sigma_r(s) - \delta \leq 0, \ e \in \mathcal{E},$

$$\text{Vol}(s) \leq \gamma \text{Vol}(\mathbf{1}),$$

$$s_i - s_j = 0, \ (i, j) \in \mathcal{S},$$

$$s - y = 0,$$

$$y \in \mathcal{Y},$$

where $\mathcal{Y} = \{y \mid a_i z_i \leq y_i \leq b_i z_i, \ z_i \in [0, 1], i \in I; \mathbf{1}^T z \leq \tau\}$. The optimal $s^*$ is our solution. The advantage of introducing the variable $y$ is that it allows the decoupling of the continuous constraint and the semi-continuous sparsity constraint, since each of them now applies to one specific optimization variable $s$ or $y$. Although we introduce an additional constraint, it is now easier to solve the reformulated problem (Equation (9)) than the original one (Equation (8)).

5.2. Solution

Our solution is based on ADMM which is itself based on an augmented Lagrangian function and two sub-problems within the overall optimization. We describe these in detail in this subsection.

**Augmented Lagrangian.** One typical way for solving such an optimization problem is to use an augmented Lagrangian approach [45]. We use this method and define the problem’s augmented Lagrangian function as follows:

$$L_\rho(s, \delta, y, \lambda) = \delta + \lambda^T (s - y) + \frac{\rho}{2} ||s - y||^2$$

with $\lambda$ being the Lagrangian multipliers and $\rho$ a positive parameter that balances the quadratic penalization.
Deformed mesh
interior-point method to solve the subproblem: quadratic objective and the continuous constraint. We use the and steps reaches a given upper bound. Instead of a joint optimization on the two variables, the idea of ADMM is to optimize alternatively over (s, δ) and y. Algorithm 1 gives the pseudocode of our solution with ADMM. The stopping criterion in the optimization is: the value of the function has almost no change or the number of iteration steps reaches a given upper bound.

(s, δ)-subproblem. The (s, δ)-subproblem in ADMM involves a quadratic objective and the continuous constraint. We use the interior-point method to solve the subproblem:

$$\min_{(s, \delta) \in D} \delta + \frac{L}{2} \|s - (y^k - \lambda^k / \rho)\|^2,$$

where $D = \{(s, \delta) \mid s \geq 0, e \in E; V(s) \leq y \cdot V(1); s_i - s_j = 0, (i, j) \in S\}$ is the feasible set of continuous variables.

y-subproblem. We rewrite the y-subproblem as a closed-form solution, starting with:

$$\min_{y \in Y} \|y - (s^{k+1} + \lambda^k / \rho)\|^2 = \sum_i (y_i - t_i)^2$$

with $t_i = s_i^{k+1} + \lambda_i^k / \rho$. If $y_i \neq 0$, we denote

$$\zeta_i = \min_{y \in Y} (y_i - t_i)^2 = \begin{cases} (a_i - t_i)^2, & t_i < a_i, \\ 0, & a_i \leq t_i \leq b_i, \\ (b_i - t_i)^2, & t_i > b_i. \end{cases}$$

Then this subproblem can be further simplified as:

$$\min_{\zeta} \sum_i t_i^2 (1 - \zeta_i) + \frac{1}{2} \sum_i \zeta_i^2 = \sum_i t_i^2 - \sum_i (t_i^2 - \zeta_i) \zeta_i$$

s.t. $\zeta_i \in [0, 1], i \in I; 1^T \zeta \leq \tau.$

Equation (13) has the solution $z_{\ell_1} = z_{\ell_2} = \cdots = z_{\ell_f} = 1; z_i = 0, i \notin \{\ell_1, \ell_2, \cdots, \ell_f\}$. Finally, we get a closed-form solution

$$y_i = \max(a_i, \min(t_i, b_i)) \cdot z_i, \quad \forall i \in I$$

for the y-subproblem (Equation (12)).

6. Extensions

We also extend our framework to general meshes, which need to be converted into a tetrahedral structure for the finite element analysis. However, the number of tetrahedral elements in the overall structure may be large which can potentially lead to a large stiffness matrix and slow computation. Hence we simplify the computation by converting it into a skeletal representation (Figure 3), which can be considered as a frame structure of non-uniform beams.

Our skeletal representation and computation of stiffness matrices are similar to that of [7]. We first extract a skeleton from the input mesh. The mesh is then decomposed into a set of domains according to the bones of the skeleton, where each domain consists of its own set of vertices and tetrahedrons. Each tetrahedron belongs to only one domain. Some vertices may exist in multiple domains and these are duplicated. As shown in Figure 3, each domain is classified as either a bone part (in colors other than gray) or a joint part (in gray), where most parts of the mesh are bone parts. A bone part is associated with only
one bone and we can compute the stiffness matrix from the associated vertices and tetrahedra. A joint part is associated with multiple bones and the vertex coordinates associated with each bone are blended.

After the extrusion of the skeletal structure, we can apply our framework. The design variables are the scaling factors, and the scaling factor is defined for every bone of the skeleton (Figure 4). Then, the formulation and optimization are similar, except for the computation of stress.

A skeletal mesh shape is represented as a tetrahedral structure which consists of a set of vertices and a set of tetrahedral elements. For each tetrahedral element, we compute the element stiffness matrix and then assemble them into the total stiffness matrix $K$ in Equation (2) as in [5, 6]. To compute the strength of each element, we use the von Mises yield criterion and compute the von Mises stress. The rest of the optimization is the same as before.

7. Experimental Results

We have implemented our algorithm and tested it on various models. All the examples presented in this paper were created with a dual-core 3.5 GHz machine with 8G memory. We have 3D printed some of the models to demonstrate our results.
Parameters. There are several parameters in our formulation. The user can change the value of the weight $\gamma$ to control the volume of the resulting object. We set $\gamma = 1$ in our implementation which means that we do not want to increase the volume of the result adjusting the shape. Another parameter is $\tau$ which measures the complexity of the structure by measuring the number of beams. Thus $\tau$ can be adjusted by the user and set to a number less than the total number of beams in the input model. We specify the external loads manually at various points of the input shapes. In the optimization, we set the penalty parameter $\rho$ to be 10 and the step-size $\alpha$ to be 0.6.

Figure 5 shows the results of our algorithm on a frame structure of a duck model. We set different values of the sparsity parameter $\tau$ and obtain a sequence of results. The resulting structural shapes in Figure 5(b,c,d) are progressively simplified in the number of beams while their strengths are maintained.

Frame structures. We have tested our algorithm on various models of frame structures. Figure 6 shows an example of the Eiffel tower. We give an external load as input and optimize the maximal stress. From the color in the figure, we can see that the maximal stress is lower than it was before the optimization.

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the results of a complicated ‘hardstruct’ structure and a bunny. For the ‘hardstruct’ model, we set the external forces to be evenly distributed downward forces on its top nodes. For the bunny model, we set three external forces on three specified positions. These frame structures are structurally strengthened and topologically simplified while their total volumes are preserved.

Figure 9 shows two more examples. For the boomerang, since the given external force is pointing vertically downwards at the top of the structure, some horizontal beams have less contribution to the soundness and thus were removed by our optimization. For the airport model, a constant gravity is applied as external load on each node. There are also some horizontal beams removed for the same reason.

Skeletal shapes. As an extension of our algorithm, we also test our algorithm on more general solid models, which are regarded as skeletal structures with non-uniform beams. By using our method, the stress of the models can be automatically enhanced by thickening the weak parts of the models. We fabricated some
of these models with FDM printers (see Figure 10).

8. Conclusion and Discussion

We present a novel approach for performing structural analysis on 3D shapes with simultaneous structural strengthening and simplification. The optimized shape can be 3D printed with high strength and reduced complexity. We use stress as a criterion for measuring strength and minimize the maximal stress of the shape to formulate an optimization with a semi-continuous condition. We then derive an algorithm based on the ADMM method to solve the optimization and show its applicability and feasibility towards topology simplification and structural strengthening. Although this paper focuses on frame structures, our framework can be extended to general meshes by considering them as skeletal tetrahedral structures.

8.1. Discussions

Volume minimization. The volume, which is considered as a hard constraint in our formulation, can also be minimized to reduce the cost. We believe that the semi-continuous optimization method is able to be applied to this objective. Since in this paper, the main objective is to strength the structure, rather than save the material, it is more reasonable to take the volume as a constraint in the optimization.

Bound stress. Since we do not constrain the resulting stress within some bounds (e.g. under the yield stress), it is theoretically possible that the beam having the maximal stress may be broken after being printed. A possible solution is to add a constraint $\delta < \delta_{\text{max}}$ on the bounded stress. However, if the initial shape is not in the feasible solution space, than it may be hard to find a feasible initial shape for the semi-continuous optimization method.

Setting parameters. In our formulation, there are some parameters that have to be set manually. So if the parameters are not set appropriately, there may be no valid solution. For example, in the continuous part of the semi-continuous constraint, if the lower bound of the scalar is too small, the object may be unable to be printed. Therefore, in our experiments, the parameters are well set such that the objects are able to be printed well and the feasible solution space is large enough for further optimization.

Other optimization methods. To solve our problem, there is a simple strategy that first relaxes the semi-continuous constraint to a linear constraint, then iteratively (or, at the end) project the solution back to the given interval or round it to 0. We have also done some tests using this simple strategy, but the optimization process becomes unstable, and the vanishing beams from each iteration are changed back and forth. The reason is that after the projection, the stress distribution may be changed unexpectedly. Another drawback to this simple strategy is that it may break the other constraints, such as the volume constraint or the symmetry constraint.

Comparison to related work. A related work on the optimization of frame structures is the cost-effective model [8]. How-
ever, their formulation focuses on reducing the cost or the volume of the frame structure, which is different from ours. Our objective is to directly optimize the maximal stress of the structure while constraining the volume. Thus, it is unfair to directly compare the results. In addition, our semi-continuous optimization may also be applied to solve the topology optimization in their problem, but it is beyond the scope of this paper.

### 8.2. Limitations

One limitation of our work is that we do not move the positions of the nodes in a structure. This means that although the structure can be much simplified, the inherent topology of the original structure remains the same. Moving the positions of the nodes can potentially be done in our optimization framework. However, this will enlarge the dimensions of the variable space and will need higher computational cost. We leave this as a future research direction.

The second limitation is that our method can only be extended to models that can be represented by skeletal structures. In fact, since our method is focusing on the frame structure, it can be only extended to skeletal shapes. If the input shape cannot be easily represented by a skeletal structure, i.e. it is not a frame structure with non-uniform beams, then our method is inappropriate for this model. For example, human faces are not skeletal shapes and cannot be optimized by our method.

Another limitation is that the symmetry constraints may be difficult and/or tedious for humans to specify. In addition, as humans are able to easily identify any lack of symmetry, some of our simplified models may not be visually appealing as the topology may be simplified into non-intuitive patterns. We may consider this as an aesthetic constraint in the optimization in future work.

Another area of future work that is relevant for fabrication is the computation of supporting structures for FDM 3D printing. There has already been previous work in this area recently. Applying our stress-oriented structural optimization to this problem would be an interesting direction.
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